All in the Family (Zebra Bouquet Book 12)

Can a once-burned single dad and a
pregnant divorcee find romance? Jed Cotts
has put his foot down with his
matchmaking-obsessed daughters: No
more blind dates! But thats before he meets
Karen Andersen. The striking, petite
Audrey Hepburn lookalike is worlds away
from Jeds fantasy of a tall, Nordic blonde,
but something about her intrigues him. And
before he realizes what hes doing, the
single father has accepted her invitation to
attend a wedding in the wilds of
Montana.Karen has her own set of rules for
romance. Rule No. 1: Dont get involved in
a new relationship, especially when youre
having another mans baby! But while her
ex did a pretty good job of extinguishing
Karens faith in love, sensual, caring Jed is
making her rethink everything. As they
take to the road en route to a western oasis,
are two people who have given up on
happy endings ready to give each other a
chance?
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